
INSTALLATION GUIDE
 NOW AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY TO 

MOBILE- 
BLADE

A BLADE THAT FITS THE ROAD PERFECTLY CHARACTERISTICS

ADVANTAGES

• Made of six distinct sections
• Each section is spring-installed
• Patented product :

 Canada : 2423830

 United States : 7,107,709 B2

• Fits the imperfections of the road
• Save up to 30% on abrasives and salt (environnment friendly)
• High speed snow removal (time saving)
• Service level reached faster
• Uniform repartition of the weight (less overheating)
• Longer lifetime (uniform wear)
• Change blades less frequently and faster (option to change individual sections)
• Less vibrations (more comfort for the driver)

For more than 13 years, Guy Hamel has worked in the business of snow 
removal. This revolutionary tool has emerged from his need for a better and 
more effective tool to accomplish his tasks. Mobile-blade has been tested 
over many years. Its main characteristic is that its form adapts to the many 
imperfections of the road caused by heavy trucks, allowing it to reach more 
surface than regular blades. Mobile-blade’s installation is quick and simple.
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INSTALLATION GUIDE

BASIC INSTALLATION

The basic steps are the same for all types of snow plows. However, you may have to 

choose between different parts or additional steps, depending on the make (reversible, 

side wing, one-way). 

Please see extra notes for specific installations at the end of the “Basic Installation”. 

WARNING: when replacing some of the blades with new ones, the wear of the remaining 

blades must be at 50% maximum. If there is a larger gap between the new and old, 

this can result in premature wear. 

Before proceeding, remove the orginal blade 

as well as the brake-block and the corner 

protectors. It is very important to remove 

the brake-block because it could hinder the 

mobile system. 

Insert the bolt BN 3/4” into the adapter blade, 

on the 3/4 milled side (4 holes). Place the 

blade on the snow plow so that the stems of 

the bolts face outward and the heads lean 

against the snow plow. 

STEP 1

Insert the bolts BN 5/8 into the adapting 

blade - on the side that has 6 milled holes, 

so as to fasten the blade on the snow plow. 

STEP 2
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Before tightening, make sure bolts slide 

freely in square holes and then tighten bolts 

BN 5/8 until the adapting blade is secure. 

STEP 3
Install the stabilizing support 

with E 3/4 bolts.

STEP 6

Make sure blades slide freely after tightening. 

If not the plow could be distorted. If this 

occurs, proceed to Step 7B, if everything is 

okay proceed to step 8.

STEP 7A

Remove stabilizing support and add a washer 

where binding occurs. Go back to Step 6. 

Install blades. (Make sure bolts are well 

lubricated to avoid rusting.)

STEP 4

Place the key in the corresponging hole to 

join blades together (optional). The keys 

enable the end blades to move together, 

reducing friction.

STEP 5
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BASIC INSTALLATION BASIC INSTALLATION

STEP 7B



Place washer on top of spring 

before installing.

STEP 8

Insert spring with washer (on top) on 

washer provided. 

STEP 9

Sercure spring to stabilizing support with a 

BT tension bolt. (lockwasher)

STEP 10
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BASIC INSTALLATION ADDITIONAL STEPS

SNOW PLOWS WITH DIFFERENT LENGTHS

INSTALLATION ON A REVERSIBLE PLOW

INSTALLATION ON A SIDE WING

There are different lengths of blades to allow for adjustment to different lengths of 
snow plows (for example, an 11-foot snow plow). In this case, a 3’ blade is used 
instead of a 2’ blade - as shown.

You have the option of using an adapting blade with a wearing part for each end of 
the snow plow - left side and right side. In step one; use the CU1 part for both sides.

You have the option of using an adapting blade with a wearing part for the outside  
end of the side wing. In step one, use part CU2.The striking angle to the ground 
for the side wing and the reversible blade should be 120˚ if possible. A somewhat 
smaller striking angle will work but is not optimal.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES PARTS
FOR ONE WAY SNOW PLOWS

If you have a one-way snow 

plow, a specific part (L29D) must 

be used for the striking angle. 

The 29” part replaces the corner 

(that gets worn most rapidly). 

The remainder of the blades will 

be the standard mobile blades 

(24”). 

After the installation of the mobile 

blades, adjustment to the skis is 

required. 

The plow must be installed on the 

truck to do this adjustment. 

The right side (passenger) ski 

must provide 1/2” clearance to 

the ground. The left side (Driver) 

ski must provide 3/4” clearance 

to the ground. 

The striking angle to the ground 

for a one-way plow must be 120˚ 

(with 118˚ to 127˚ leeway).

PARTS NO. DESCRIPTION           WEIGHT (lbs)

  1 2 - F O O T  S N O W  P L O W
  
LCD   Double carbide blade   36.5
LCS  Simple carbide blade   30.5
L29D  Double carbide end blade (right) (29”) 46.0
L29S  Simple carbide end blade (right) (29”) 39.0
L29DG  Double carbide end blade (left) (29”) 46.0
L29SG  Simple carbide end blade (left) (29”) 39.0
SF4  Mounting bracket    27.0

LA48  48” Adapter blade   32.0
LA72  72” Adapter blade   48.0

  1 1 - F O O T  S N O W  P L O W
  
LCD36  36” Double carbide blade   56.5
LCS36  36” Simple carbide blade   43.0

L22DD  Double carbide blade (right)(22”)  33.6
L22SD  Simple carbide blade (right)(22”)  28.0
L22DG  Double carbide blade (left)(22”)  33.6
L22SG  Simple carbide blade (left)(22”)  28.0
L27D  Double carbide end blade (right)(27”) 43.5
L27S  Simple carbide end blade (right)(27”) 37.0
L27DG  Double carbide end blade (left)(27”) 43.5
L27SG  Simple carbide end blade (left)(27”) 37.0
SF3  36” Mounting bracket   19.5

LA36  36” Adapter blade   28.0
LA44  44” Adapter blade   29.5
LA54  54” Adapter blade   35.6
LA78  78” Adapter blade   51.5
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PARTS
PARTS NO. DESCRIPTION           WEIGHT (lbs)

CLE  Joining Key    2.5

CU1  Corner protector (reversible)  23.5
CU2  Corner protector (side wing)  11.0

RES  Stainless spring

E 7/8  7/8 Nylon nut
E 3/4  3/4 Nylon nut
E 5/8  5/8 Nylon nut
BN 7/8  3 1/2 x 7/8 Blade bolt
BN 3/4  3 x 3/4 Blade bolt
BN 5/8  2 1/2 x 5/8 Blade bolt

R 5/8  5/8 Washer
R 1”  1” Washer

RR  Spring Washer (A)
BT  Tension spring bolt (B)

HD  Heavy duty kit (larger and thicker blade) 
  7/8 Bolt

 

KEN SPEICHTS
ELMSDALE, NS

T• (902) 883-1190
C• (902) 233-0356
F• (902) 883-7539
KEN.SPEICHTS@GROUNDMAX.CA
www.groundmax.ca

RICK RADEMAKER

C• (506) 473-0634
RICK.RADEMAKER@GROUNDMAX.CA
www.groundmax.ca

CONTACT

http://www.mobile-blade.com (video available)
PATENT - CANADA: 2423830 • PATENT - UNITED STATES: 7,107,709 B2


